Incredible Brutality of the Spokane Police

-- Vivid Details

By Arthur Jensen

SWEDISH STRIKE VICTORY

-- The Prisoners of Spokane

The Sweat-Box

King's Picture Jereed.

-- Daily Spokane Despatches

Free Soup House for Spokane!

The Industrial Workers of the World have completed arrangements to establish free soup houses in the coming winter, to relieve the widespread hunger which is now prevalent in the industrial centers where the great masses of the working people are forced to live in squalor and misery due to the present lack of adequate food supplies. The I.W.W. is determined to combat this condition, which is the result of the capitalist system, and to establish soup houses in every city where the working class is concentrated. The I.W.W. is not afraid of the strike and is not afraid of the war. The I.W.W. is the voice of the working class and is determined to fight for the rights of the working people and to establish a world of peace and freedom for all.